INTRODUCTION
Connections between thermodynamics and stability for simple continuous bodies have been largely discussed in the scientific literature /1-5/. However, a few attempts (see, e.g., /6-8/) have been developed to analyze the same issues in complex bodies where the material substructure has a prominent influence on the gross behavior. The presence of material substructure may, in fact, generate possible local material instabilities and bifurcations (see 111 for the special case of nematic liquid crystals). Moreover, it influences even the global stability criteria of motion. We collect here some preliminary issues towards the study of thermodynamic stability of complex bodies. Our point of view follows the one of multifield theories /9-12/ that seem to be an adequate tool in investigating the intricate nature of complex materials and unifying common special models in material sciences, in particular of soft condensed matter.
For any manifold M, we indicate by T m M its tangent space at meM and by Τ Μ its tangent bundle.
A BRIEF SKETCH OF SPATIAL THERMOMECHANICS OF COMPLEX BODIES
To manage a framework applicable directly to solids and fluids (or to the combination of them), we sketch here the basic balance equations of the thermomechanics of complex bodies in a pure spatial description free of any concept of reference place or paragon settings and without even formal (and rather artificial) recourse to an inverse motion. In this way we follow a point of view presented in 191 within an isothermal Hamiltonian variational framework and develop it in part towards non-isothermal issues.
For us Ε and Vec denote respectively the three-dimensional Euclidean point space and its associated translation space. Β is a regular region of Ε with surface-like boundary where the normal is well defined everywhere except at a finite number of corners and edges. Each χ e Β is the place of a material element "collapsed" ideally to a point in the standard practice of continuum mechanics. However, in complex bodies, Thermodynamic Stability for Materials with Substructure the material element has its own substructure; it is a "system" and the geometrical picture restricted to its sole place in space is too simplicistic, and we then need to introduce a morphological descriptor of the material substructure at least at a coarse grained level. By following the primary setting of multifield theories /9-12/, we define a field where Μ is a finite-dimensional differentiable paracompact manifold without boundary. We do not specify the nature of ν to encompass a class of substructures as large as possible, however it will be evident that some properties associated with thermodynamic stability can be investigated only by adding further geometrical structures to M. In the meantime, we remark that, in general, Μ is not a linear space (as in most special cases of prominent physical interest), and this is the major source of difficulties additional to the common ones of continuum mechanics. The geometrical picture is completed by the spatial metrics g(x) on E, i.e.,
During motion, standard and substructural interactions of bulk and contact nature occur and need to be balanced.
Bulk interactions are
• standard forces b, such that Β a χ -> b(x) e T X *B,
• substructural ones ß, such that Β 3 χ -» ß(x) e T X *B, both including inertial effects.
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Contact interactions are
• Cauchy stress T, such that Bsx-> T(x) e Hom(Vec, T x *Bj,
• microstress S, such that Β a χ S(x) e Hom(Vec, Ύ ν(χ 'Μ).
They satisfy the following integral balances holding on any regular subset b of non negligible volume B:
where η is the outward unit normal to the surface db (the boundary of b) and A, defined above, is a linear operator mapping at each χ spatial vectors into elements of
The arbitrariness of b implies the local Cauchy balance of standard interactions
while, from the non-standard balance of moments (6), we obtain
where e is the Ricci's indicator.
However, since A is not one-to-one by definition, there exists ζ such that Β a χ -> z(x) e satisfying
div S -ζ + β = 0.
The identification of inertial effects is simply obtained by starting from the additive decomposition into where k (ν, ν) is the possible kinetic energy pertaining to the substructure. In writing (11), we require implicitly that v(x, t) be kinematically compatible; in other words, for t*>t we require the existence of
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Thermodynamic Stability for Materials with Substructure sufficiently smooth maps Β χ [0, t*] 3 (χ, t) -» y(x, t) e Ε being, at each t, injective and orientation preserving, such that at each χ one has (d/dt)(y(x, t)) = ν (χ, t).
From (11) , based to the arbitrariness of b, ν and ν, we get the standard identification [10] 
where χ (ν, ν) is such that k (ν, V ) = d^ χ -χ and is called kinetic co-energy.
We complete our sketch by recalling the first and second law of thermodynamics, once densities (x, t) -> ε(χ, t) and (x, t) η(χ, t) of internal energy and entropy, respectively, are introduced. We can write (d/dtXij ε) + \ b (T · grad ν + ζ ·ν + S · grad ν ) + J» q· η = 0,
where q and h respectively are the fluxes of heat and entropy related by h = q/θ, with θ the absolute temperature. We do not consider heat and entropy sources for the sake of simplicity.
We remark that, if we presume that the measures of interaction admit constitutive structures of the form
and introduce the free energy ψ = ε -θη, presuming that ψ = ψ (g, θ, ν, grad ν).
By using Clausius-Duhem inequality simply obtained from (13) and (14), we get Τ = 2ög ψ g -(grad ν) S, ζ = 9 ν ψ, 8 = 5^ ψ.
Note that (17a) is a natural extension of the Doyle-Eriksen formula.
We remark here that, if 0 e is the environmental temperature, an appropriate version of the Eriksen's lemma holds and one finds the existence of a function 
STATES, TOPOLOGY IN THE STATE-SPACE AND A LIAPUNOV FUNCTION
For us a state is the list (g, θ, ν, ν, V). We indicate it by σ and call Σ the collection of possible a's for a given body. We call stationary states σ 5 that of the form (g, Θ, 0, v, 0). 
following in this way the procedure introduced in /12/, where the construction of other possible (physically significant) metrics is also discussed.
To define distances between rate fields of the order parameter, we need to add further structure over M, We indicate by the set of equilibrium states and denote with Equil(a) the mapping Equil: Σ -> Σ associating at each state a corresponding equilibrium value. Here we follow /4/; however, on the contrary to /4/, we imagine that Equil can associate two or more equilibrium states to each σ when there is a possible frustration.
Let us now define V (σ) = U(a) + J B (ψ (g, θ" ν, gradv) + κ (g, θ«, ν, gradv) (θ -9 e ) + Vi ρ ν·ν + k (ν, ν)) -Ιο" \Β (1/(ρθ 2 )) (q (F, θ, grade, ν, gradv) · grad θ) < ε.
